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Thank you for purchasing an ETA Conditioned Power Distribution AC Line Regulator.We are confident that you will find this
instrument to be reliable and invaluable in protecting electronic equipment. Please contact us at 1-800-321-6699 with any operation
or installation questions.

Your Model PD10VRS (four-stage sequencing model) has a microcomputer to manage all operational controls and digital display
functions. The result is a sophisticated system that monitors all conditions and computes performance for every power cycle. Once
that information is analyzed, the microcomputer activates the required changes. The microcomputer can terminate output power
within a power cycle; however, it uses more intelligent strategies to prevent unnecessary changes or shutdown due to momentary
transients (e.g. transient caused by rapid switching power supplies).

The capabilities outlined below are but a brief listing. For in-depth information, proceed to Section 3.
Unique features are as follows: provides full 15 amp output; regulates within an incoming voltage range of 80 to 150 volts;

maintains AC voltage within 3 volts at nominal 117 VAC (nominal 100 VAC in Japan); and always regulates to within a 107 to 125 volt
range. Please note that most electrical equipment is designed to operate within the 107-125 volt range. Therefore, when incoming
voltage is below 80 or above 150 volts, the regulation is terminated.

Another unique ETA feature is “Auto Restart” following a complete power outage. Automatic Restart will only restart when
incoming power demonstrates a continued and confirmed flow of sustained power.

Digital Voltmeter/Message Display Interface
When the unit is initially energized or plugged into a standard 20 amp service, the display reads the non-regulated voltage. When

the power switch is activated to the “ON” position, the readout displays regulated voltage. When the input voltage drops below 90 or
exceeds 138 volts, the display flashes the regulated voltage indicating the unit is still regulating but voltage may be approaching a cut
off level. The digital display reads “LO” or “HI” when incoming voltage drops below 80 or exceeds 150 volts and shutdown has
occurred. “LO” or “HI” will flash when unregulated voltage is below 80 or above 150 volts upon initial energized or reactivated after
shutdown has occurred.

Additional Features of PD10VRS:
• Spike, Surge and RFI/EMI suppression and filtering
• Zero-crossing triac switching
• Always 15 amp output in a single rack space
• High efficiency 20 amp toroidal autotransformer
• 10 conditioned and protected power outlets
• 2 “Always-On” and protected outlets
• 8 regulated power outlets
• Input and output circuit protection located on the front panel for convenient access
• L.E.D. status indicator located on the front panel
• Quick field diagnostic test procedures with visual check and test points for operational status and easy component replacement
• Automatic Restart
• True RMS conversion circuit

Filed Adjustable Features:
• Calibration for both incoming non-regulated and regulated volts (only to be used in extreme situations) see Fig. 4A.
   Factory calibrated to 117 volts nominal
• Time intervals from 1.5 to 34 seconds
• Density of message display from bright to off
• Remote operation (see Figure 2A)

Display Modes:
1. AC input line voltage
2. Flashing “HI” or “LO”
3. AC regulated output voltage
4. Flashing regulated voltage
5. Steady “HI” or “LO” if output shut down from fault condition

Indicators light when the associated
duplex socket is energized

15 amp fast-acting fuse
protects black
regulated outlets

20 amp circuit breaker protects
toroidal power regulation
transformer and ivory outlets

Power switch to energize the 4
regulated duplex outlets

4 black duplex outlets which are filtered, spike
protected, regulated, and protected by the 15 amp
front panel fuse, and controlled by the front panel
“Power On/Off” switch.

This ivory duplex outlet is “always on” when the
unit is plugged in. It is protected by the 20 amp
circuit breaker, and is filtered and spike
protected, but not regulated.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2



Fig. 2A
Remote hook-up

Hook-up is made directly on the
PC board on the inside of the unit.
Remote wires are brought outside
the unit through the vent holes in
the side sheet metal.

NOTE: Remote latching switch is
always subject to the master power
switch on the unit. The master
switch must be in the “Off” position
for the remote switch to operate.
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1). Plug the voltage regulator into a 20 amp power source. A 12/3 UL rated extension cord should be used if needed. (A 15 amp
power source may be used, but not recommended to provide a full 15 amp output).

2). Verify the incoming voltage is between 80 and 150 volts to begin regulation.
3). Plug equipment to be regulated into the black outlets. Equipment that requires "always on" power, filtration and circuit breaker

protection should be plugged into the ivory outlets.
3).  To begin regulation or reactivate regulation, move the power switch to the "ON" position. (May require moving power switch to the

"OFF" position then back to "ON" for reactivation.)
4). It is not unusual to experience a soft pulsation emitting from the toroidal transformer with the initial in-rush of power. It is normal

mechanical interference which is temporary, and will not interfere with output regulation or create line noise.
5). Digital voltmeter display indicates several different operating levels.

A. Incoming AC line voltage when power switch is in the “OFF” position or when regulation has been terminated.
B. Flashing “HI” or “LO” display occurs when the power switch is in the “OFF” position (or regulation has been terminated) and

the unregulated incoming AC power has fallen below 80 volts or has exceeded 150 volts.
C. Displays the regulated AC output voltage (the voltage your equipment is seeing). When incoming AC voltage is between 90

and 138 volts.
D. Display flashes a regulated AC output voltage when incoming voltage is between 80 and 89 volts or between 139 and 150

volts. The flashing display indicates the incoming voltage may be approaching the cutoff voltage but at this point is still in
usable range.

E. A steady “HI” or “LO” message indicates that during regulation the incoming AC line voltage fell below 80 volts or exceeded
150 volts. Regulation is terminated, and shut down has occurred.

F.  Automatic restart reestablished AC power and normal operation following high or low voltage shut down.
G.A dark voltmeter display indicates the 20 amp circuit breaker has been tripped disconnecting power from the

regulator; typically because the input current demand exceeded 20 amps. Another reason for a dark display is
the digital display intensity may have been adjusted too low.

H. No output to the regulated outlets and a displayed voltage indicates that the fuse has been tripped; typically
because of a fault in the equipment being regulated.

Reference incoming voltage with display
readout when nominal AC voltage is 117 volts

Incoming Voltage Voltmeter Displays

90 - 138 volts 117V + 3V

80-89 volts 107-113
139-150 volts 121-125

Below 80 volts “LO”
Above 150 volts “HI”

Voltmeter displays incoming voltage until power is initiated

(Refer to Figures 1-3)
The PD10VRS requires one rack space when mounted in a standard rack. Since the units are heavy, be sure the strength of the

mounting rails on the rack are sufficiently strong to support the power regulator, especially if the rack is to be transported with
equipment installed. Room for air to circulate around your equipment is necessary to carry off the heat created by all the equipment
mounted in the rack.

Model PD10VRS has 8 black, filtered, protected and regulated outlets which turn on and off sequentially. Plug the equipment
which needs protection and regulation into any of the 8 black outlets. The 2 ivory outlets provide continuous power, filtration and
circuit breaker protection, no regulation is provided. Any outlet or combination of outlets can support up to 15 amps of load current
demand.

When the regulator is connected to an AC power source, the digital voltmeter display will initially indicate the unregulated incom-
ing AC line voltage regardless of the position of the power switch. This feature is to insure that the operator has initiated the power up
of equipment which needs to be regulated. Therefore, if the power switch is in the “OFF” position when the unit is plugged in, or after
there is an unexpected power outage, the operator need only place the power switch in the “ON” position. If the power switch is
already in the “ON” position when the unit is plugged in or a power outage occurs, regulation will begin only when the operator resets
the regulator by moving the power switch to the “OFF” position and then back to “ON”.

The digital voltmeter display will indicate unregulated AC input voltage when the power switch is in the “OFF” position, unless the
input voltage falls below 80 volts RMS or rises above 150 volts RMS. At below 80 volts, the display will flash a “LO” message, and
above 150 volts the display will flash a “HI” message, indicating the line voltage is beyond the functional range of the equipment.

When the power switch is placed in the “ON” position, the digital voltmeter display indicates the regulated AC voltage supplied to

When Nominal AC Voltage is 100 Volts

Incoming Voltage Voltmeter Displays

86-127 volts 100V + 3V

80-85 volts 90-96
128-143 volts 104-115

Below 80 volts “LO”
Above 143 volts “HI”

Voltmeter displays incoming voltage until power is initiated



the 8 black outlets. The digital voltmeter display will read between 114 volts and 121 volts when the incoming AC voltage is approxi-
mately 90 volts to 138 volts. The displayed value under this closely regulated condition by the microcomputer, will remain on and be
updated as the output voltage varies within the bounds of 114 volts and 121 volts regardless of the variation in the input voltage.

If the incoming AC voltage goes below 90 volts, or above 138 volts, the output voltage will continue to be regulated and the
voltmeter display will vary below 114 volts or above 121 volts. Since the cut-off point for the voltage supplied to your equipment has
been set to 107 volts and 125 volts at the regulated outlets, the displayed output voltage will read flashing between 107 and 113 volts
or between 122 and 125 volts.

The flashing display indicates the unit is outside of the tight-regulation band and approaching the cut-off voltage. If the unregu-
lated line voltage returns to a value between 114 and 121 volts, the flashing will automatically stop.

If the unregulated incoming voltage deviates further to below 80 volts or above 150 volts, causing the regulated output to fall
below 107 or rise above 125 volts, the black regulated outlets will immediately shut down and the voltmeter display will read a steady
message “LO” or “HI”. The voltmeter display will hold this condition until the power switch is turned off, at which time the voltmeter
display will again read the unregulated AC incoming voltage or a flashing “LO” or “HI”.

The 20 amp front panel circuit breaker may trip disconnecting power from the regulator if the input current demand is greater than
20 amps while a maximum of 15 amps is being supplied to the black outlets and the input voltage is very low. The voltmeter display
will go dark at this time.

The 15 amp fuse may trip, shutting down power to the black outlets if a fault occurs in the equipment plugged into the regulator.
Under this condition, the display will still indicate the regulated AC output voltage, even though the voltage is not available at the
black outlets. Figure 3 shows the flow of power through the regulator and the location of the control and protection components in
that path.

Table 1
Input Input Output Output

Voltage Current Voltage Current
volts (max) volts amps

80 15.0 117 9.6
90 15.0 117 10.8

100 15.0 117 12.0
110 15.0 117 13.2
117 15.0 117 14.0
120 15.0 117 14.4
130 15.0 117 15.0
140 15.0 117 15.0

150 15.0 117 15.0

80 20.0 117 12.8
90 20.0 117 15.0

100 20.0 117 15.0
110 20.0 117 15.0
117 20.0 117 15.0
120 20.0 117 15.0
130 20.0 117 15.0
140 20.0 117 15.0
150 20.0 117 15.0

The first section of Table 1 assumes the regulator is
connected to a 15 amp circuit and the second section
assumes the unit is connected to a 20 amp circuit.
Each section shows the maximum load current for a
range of input voltages without causing the input circuit
to exceed it’s maximum current.

Example 1
When connected to a 15 amp breaker, the output
capability drops off for input voltages below 130 volts,
and a maximum of 12 amps can be delivered to the
regulated output (117 volts) where the input voltage is
only 100 volts. This is not a restriction due to the ETA
voltage regulator, but is due to the rating of the input
circuit from the wall outlet.

Example 2
When connected to a 20 amp breaker, the regulated
output can deliver a full 15 amps for input voltages
down to 100 volts and can deliver 14.4 amps all the
way down to 90 volts.

Fig. 3
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Model PD10VRS has a time-sequencing controller built into its microcomputer. This allows the regulator to activate power and
regulation in a time delayed fashion to the 4 black duplex outlets. The total current from all 4 circuits must not exceed the 15 amp
limit, but the individual currents can be any value up to 15 amps. The regulator will apply regulated power to multiple pieces of
equipment in a specified time sequence (i.e. first turn-on device “A”, the device “B”, then “C” and so forth.) When this arrangement is
de-energized, it is desirable to power down the devices in the reverse order from that in which they were powered up (i.e. power
down “C’, then “B”, etc.).

The brightness of the digital voltmeter display may be adjusted along with the time delay between each circuit being activated.
Adjustments within the regulator are necessary. CAUTION! ADJUSTMENTS SHOULD ONLY BE MADE BY QUALIFIED SERVICE
PERSONNEL. HIGH VOLTAGES APPEAR AT MANY POINTS ON THE CIRCUIT BOARD AND MANY OTHER POINTS ON THE
CHASSIS. SINCE THE COVER IS REMOVED TO MAKE THESE ADJUSTMENTS, IT IS POSSIBLE TO BE INJURED BY TOUCH-
ING ANY OF THESE HIGH VOLTAGE POINTS.

To adjust the brightness of the digital voltmeter display unplug the regulator from the power source, remove cover and visually
locate the potentiometer identified as “Voltmeter Display Adjustment (See Figure 4.) Rotate the potentiometer counterclockwise to
increase display brightness, and clockwise to decrease display brightness.

To adjust the sequencing delay time, unplug the regulator from the power source, remove the cover and visually locate the
potentiometer identified as the “Sequence Delay Potentiometer” (See Figure 5.) Rotate the potentiometer counterclockwise to
increase the time delay to up to 35 seconds between each circuit receiving power, and clockwise to decrease the time delay to as
few as 1.5 seconds between each circuit.

Fig. 4A

Fig. 5
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The power delivered by the local utility company appears at the AC outlets at a standardized voltage, with an operating tolerance.
In the USA this voltage is nominal 117 volts and may vary from 107 to 125 volts. (Japan’s nominal is 100 volts.) Because power is not
guaranteed to be stable and clean, the line voltage may be lower than 105 or higher than 125 volts, and may also have EMI (electro-
magnetic interference) or RFI (radio frequency interference) mixed in with the 60 Hz 117 volts power signal. ETA’s AC Line Regulator
Model PD10VRS is designed to resolve line voltage irregularities by providing clean, stabilized power to sensitive electrical equip-
ment.

The unregulated voltage may also have very large “transient” voltages that are narrow in width (pulses of several hundred to
several thousand volts that last millionths or thousandths of a second) due to motors turning on or off, effects from a storm, or from
numerous other sources. These transients are absorbed by transient suppressors in the power conditioning equipment before they
can enter your equipment and damage components by “over-voltage breakdown”.

Finally, the voltage can be regulated so that the variations in line voltage is minimized, before it is supplied to your equipment.
This reduces the possibility of overheating, reduces or eliminates motor speed variation in tape decks and other devices, and
maintains the specified output power of amplifiers, even under low voltage conditions.

Figure 3 illustrates how the AC power from the power source is monitored and processed as it flows through before appearing at
the conditioned, regulated black outlets provided for your equipment.

PD10VRS & Crown IQ Interface

Models: PD10VRS, PD16VRS

1. EQUIPMENT NEEDED
• PD10VRS or PD16VRS
• Crown IQ Interface Kit
• IBM compatable computer, with Windows 95 or NT
• Crown IQ software package
• Varactor (Operation Test only)
• Common Tools

2. ADVISATORY INFORMATION
• High Voltages are present inside of the PD10VRS units when operating. PREFORM IQ MODIFICATION ON
  UNPOWERED UNIT ONLY.

3. ASSEMBLY
• Open the Crown IQ Interface kit, inspect the kit for the following items:

a) Crown IQ expansion interface, with cable assemblies attached
b) 1 each PD10VRS microprocessor, VRA-xxx, xxx=100,117,230
c) 1 floppy disk, ETA /Crown IQ files
d) 8 each of #8 x 3/8 sheet metal screws

• Remove the four sheet metal screws holding the lid on the PD10VRS unit.
• Remove the lid from the PD10VRS unit and set it aside for later use.
• Carefully replace IC13 of the PD10VRS unit with the VRA-xxx microprocessor supplied. It is located near the front left
  hand corner of the printed circuit board.
• Locate the autostart jumper next to IC11 marked “D” and inside of a white box outline. Carefully clip this jumper out.
• Position the Crown IQ interface over the PD10VRS unit, be careful not to pinch any of the cable assemblies between
  the two pieces.
• Plug in the following cable assemblies, note the cable connectors are keyed and designed to go on one way only.

Number of wires From the Crown IQ To the PD10VRS
10 JP6 P3
5 JP7 P1

• Pull the white wire marked neutral from the printed circuit board in the PD10VRS unit.  Plug the white wire double
  quick disconnect from J1 on the Crown IQ interface on to the terminal marked neutral. Finally plug the white wire that
  was plugged on to the neutral terminal back on to the double quick disconnect.
• Pull the black wire marked JP-16 from the printed circuit board in the PD10VRS unit.  Plug the black wire double
  quick disconnect from J1 on the Crown IQ interface on to the terminal marked JP-16. Finally plug the black wire that
  was plugged on to the JP-16 terminal back on to the double quick disconnect.
• Align the Crown IQ interface over the PD10VRS unit so that the eight mounting holes are aligned properly.
• Using the supplied #8 x 3/8 sheet metal screws attach the Crown IQ interface to the PD10VRS unit.
• Attach the lid removed from the PD10VRS unit on to the top of the Crown IQ interface with the four sheet metal screws
   that were holding the lid on the PD10VRS unit.



4. SYSTEM SETUP
• Connect the input and output loop of the Crown IQ/PD10VRS unit to the serial loop of the Crown IQ  interface. This
   means the output from the Crown IQ serial interface goes to the input of the Crown IQ/PD10VRS unit. The input from
   the Crown IQ serial interface goes to the output of Crown IQ/PD10VRS unit.  Ensure to observe polarity during this
   hookup.
• If you have not installed the Crown IQ software package on your computer do so now following the installation
   instructions supplied by Crown.  Then copy the files from the Eta Software disk into the same subdirectory that was
   created for the Crown IQ software.
• Plug the serial port connector from the Crown IQ serial interface into the serial port of your computer.
• If you are running multiple pieces of equipment on the Crown IQ system you should set the address switches on the
   back of the Crown IQ/PD10VRS unit to an address that does not conflict with addresses already in use, otherwise you
   can just set the address to 1.

       Switches 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
Addr 1 OFF ON ON ON ON ON ON ON
Addr 3 OFF OFF ON ON ON ON ON ON

5. SOFTWARE OPERATION
• Apply power to the Crown IQ PD10VRS unit and the Crown IQ interface.
• Double click on the Crown IQ icon on your desktop screen.
• Wait for roll call to be completed, your Crown IQ serial interface and the Crown IQ/PD10VRS should each then have an
  icon on the following screen.
• Move your mouse pointer over each of the icons, and double click on the ETA Systems PD10VRS icon.
• Use the pointer and mouse to click on the ‡ arrow box of the CONTROL PANEL, then grasp the solid bar at the top of
  the PD10VRS control panel and move the panel to the center of the screen.
• The nine L.E.D. indicators at the top marked “LINE INPUT TAP” show which tap is currently being used when the
  PD10VRS is on.  The “VOLTS AC” indicator shows either the unregulated voltage when the unit is off, or the
  regulated voltage when the unit is on. The four sequence L.E.D. indicators show as each output turns on in order.
  The Over Voltage and Under Voltage L.E.D. indicators show when the PD10VRS unit goes out of limit either high or
   low and switches off.
• The Autostart button, enables or disables the autostart function.  When enabled, the PD10VRS unit goes either out of
   limit high or low and switches off, and then when the line voltage comes within limits the PD10VRS unit will switch
   back on.
• The Regulator Enable button turns on or off the PD10VRS unit.
• The Sequence Mode button enables or disables the sequence mode of operation. (ON 1,2,3,4, OFF 4,3,2,1)

6. OPERATIONAL TEST
• Turn OFF computer and PD10VRS, plug the PD10VRS into the Varactor.  Adjust the output of the varactor for a
   nominal line voltage.  Turn on the computer and bring up the Crown IQ software as outlined in section 5.
• Click on each of the control buttons AUTOSTART, REGULATOR, and SEQUENCE ensuring that each button is in the
  OFF position.
• Click on the REGULATOR button, the VOLTS AC indicator should show the regulated voltage and the heading
  “REGULATED”.
• The LINE INPUT TAP indicators should have one L.E.D. indicator lit indicating which tap is in use. Adjusting the varactor
  slowly should cause the LINE INPUT taps to change position. Do not adjust the varactor pass the point of either the
  lowest or highest tap or the PD10VRS unit will shut off.
• All of the four SEQUENCE L.E.D. indicators should be lighted.
• Click on the SEQUENCE button, and then click the REGULATOR button off.
• The SEQUENCE L.E.D. indicators should sequence off in order 4,3,2, and then 1.  The VOLTS AC indicator should show
  the unregulated voltage and the heading “UNREGULATED”.
• Click the AUTOSTART and then the REGULATOR buttons on, the four SEQUENCE L.E.D. indicators should sequence
  on 1,2,3,4 and the REGULATED voltage should be displayed.
• At this point change the varactor until the AC line voltage goes LOW out of limit, the PD10VRS should shut off, and the
  UNDER voltage L.E.D. corresponding indicator should be lit.  The PD10VRS cannot not turn back on from this point, until
  the AC input line voltage comes back into limits, turn the varactor up until the unit comes back on.
• At this point change the varactor until the AC line voltage goes HIGH out of limit, the PD10VRS should shut off, and the
  OVER voltage L.E.D. corresponding indicator should be lit.  The PD10VRS cannot not turn back on from this point,
  until the AC input line voltage comes back into limits, turn the varactor down until the unit comes back on.
• Click on the AUTOSTART button turning it OFF, taking the AC input voltage high or low by using the varactor will cause
  the PD10VRS unit to shut off and indicate either OVERVOLTAGE or UNDERVOLTAGE. The PD10VRS units will not
  switch back on when you bring the AC input line voltage back into limits.  You must toggle the REGULATOR button
  OFF and then ON to turn the PD10VRS unit back on with AUTOSTART off.

NOTES:  ETA Systems provides the working files .dig, dll, and .oif for use with PD10VRS and Crown IQ interface.  This software
provides the CONTROL PANEL for the PD10VRS system with Crown IQ interface, under the Crown Windows operating system.

Crown provides the Crown IQ Windows operating system. Crown is responsible for installation and support relating to the Crown
Windows operating system.  ETA Systems provides support for questions and problems relating to the PD10VRS control panel, and
PD10VRS unit.



Additional Features:
• Spike, Surge and RFI/EMI suppression and filtering
• Zero-crossing triac switching
• Always 8 amp output in a single rack space
• High efficiency 10 amp toroidal autotransformer
• 10 conditioned and protected power outlets
• 2 “Always-On” and protected outlets
• 8 regulated power outlets
• Input and output circuit protection located on the front panel for convenient access
• L.E.D. status indicator located on the front panel
• Quick field diagnostic test procedures with visual check and test points for operational status and easy component
   replacement
• Automatic restart
• True RMS conversion circuit

Filed Adjustable Features:
• Calibration for both incoming non-regulated and regulated volts (only to be used in extreme situations) — Factory
   calibrated to 230 volts nominal (see Fig. 4A)
• Time intervals from 1.5 to 34 seconds
• Density of message display from off to full bright

If the incoming AC voltage goes below 213 volts, or above 276 volts, the output voltage will continue to be regulated and
the digital display will flash a varied value between 213 to 226 volts on the “LO” side and between 241 to 259 volts on the “HI”
side. The flashing display indicates that the unit is outside of the tight regulation band and approaching the cut-off voltage. If
the unregulated incoming line voltage returns to a value between 213 and 276 volts, the flashing will automatically stop.

If the unregulated incoming line voltage deviates further to below 180 volts or 296 volts, causing the regulated output to fall
below 213 volts or rise above 259 volts, the 8 black outlets will immediately shut down. At this time the voltmeter display will
read a steady message “LO” or “HI”. The voltmeter display will hold this condition until the power switch is turned off, at which
time the voltmeter display will again read the actual unregulated incoming AC line voltage or a flashing “LO” or “HI”.

The 10 amp front panel circuit breaker may trip, disconnecting power from the regulator if the input current demand is
greater than 10 amps. The voltmeter display will go dark at this time.

The 8 amp fuse may trip, shutting down power to the black outlets if a fault occurs with the equipment plugged into the
regulator. Under this condition, the voltmeter display will still indicate the regulated AC output voltage, even though the voltage
is not available at the black outlets. Figure 3 shows the flow of power through the regulator and the location of the control and
protection components in that path.

Time Sequencing the PD10VRS (220-230 Volt Version)
Model PD10VRS has a time-sequencing controller built into its microcomputer. This allows the regulator to activate power

and regulation in a time delayed fashion to the 4 black duplex outlets. The total current from all 4 circuits must not exceed the
8 amp limit, but the individual currents can be any value up to 8 amps. The regulator will apply stabilized power to the 4 circuits
represented by the 4 black duplex outlets in an ordered sequence: one, then two, three, and finally four. The power down order
is first circuit four, the three, two, and finally circuit one. The PD10VRS is factory set at approximately a 5 second sequencing
time delay between circuits.

Field Adjustments of PD10VRS (220-230 Volt Version)
The time delay between circuits on the PD10VRS may be field adjusted as well as the brightness of the digital voltmeter.

These adjustments need to be made under the cover or inside the regulator. CAUTION! ADJUSTMENTS SHOULD ONLY BE
MADE BY QUALIFIED SERVICE PERSONNEL. HIGH VOLTAGES APPEAR AT MANY POINTS ON THE CIRCUIT BOARD
AND MANY OTHER POINTS ON THE CHASSIS. SINCE THE COVER IS REMOVED TO MAKE THESE ADJUSTMENTS, IT
IS POSSIBLE TO BE INJURED BY TOUCHING ANY OF THESE HIGH VOLTAGE POINTS.

Sequence Time-Delay Adjustment
Sequence delay time may be field adjusted, with option of 1.5 seconds to up to 35 seconds, using the following procedure.
Unplug the regulator from the power source, remove the cover and visually locate the potentiometer identified as the “Se-
quence Delay Potentiometer”. (See Figure 5.) Rotate the potentiometer counterclockwise to increase the time delay to up to 35
seconds between each circuit, and clockwise to decrease the time delay to as few as 1.5 seconds between each circuit.

Digital Voltmeter Display Brightness Adjustment
The brightness of the digital voltmeter display may be adjusted using the following procedure. Unplug the regulator from the
power source, remove the cover and visually locate the potentiometer identified as “Voltmeter Display Adjustment.
(See Figure 4.) Rotate the potentiometer counterclockwise to increase display brightness, and clockwise to decrease display
brightness.
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Thank you for choosing ETA Systems Power Distribution

Your business is appreciated.

Call 1-800-321-6699 for an ETA Full Line Brochure.

Typical Uses
All Professional Permanent Installations, Recording
Studios, Theatres, Schools, Clubs, Churches, any en-
tertainment venue, business board rooms, and audio/
visual multi-use presentation rooms.

Portable Applications : On-The-Road Concert Tours,
Bands, and D.J. services.

Other Important Applications:  A/V racks, computer
networks, and home entertainment centers.

ETA Conditioned Power Distribution...
The Benchmark By Which Professionals Compare.
For over 20 years ETA has developed, manufactured,
and sold high amperage theatrical lighting systems from
which have evolved an extensive line of rack mounted
conditioned power distribution products designed to
protect today’s sensitive electronic digital equipment.

The “PD” Conditioned Power Distribution Series easily
deals with normal AC line power fluctuations, as well as
the more drastic abnormalities of the spike and surge
variety. Also, filtering of interferences caused by electro-

magnetic (EMI) and radio frequency (RFI)
transmissions is routinely accomplished.
More sophisticated ETA models utilize
microprocessor technology to regulate
AC power and sequence power turn-on—
reducing high in-rushes of power.

ETA’s sophisticated electronic protection technology is the
favorite of professionals who demand flawless operation
of digital mixers, processors, amplifiers and PCs—whether
in the studio, in the boardroom, on tour, or in a home
entertainment environment.

• “Always-On” Protected Outlets
• 10 Rear Panel Outlets
• Front Panel Convenience Outlets
• Digital Voltmeter Display Readouts
• Microprocessor Managed Voltage Regulators
• Programmable and Linkable Sequential Turn-on Models
• Models Adaptable for Multiple AC Adapters
• High Amp Conditioned Models
• Easy Bulb Change Feature

Standard on Every ETA Power Conditioning Model
• Spike and Surge Protection and EMI/RFI Filtration on
   All Three Legs of the Incoming AC Power—A Must
   to Ensure Protection of Electronic Components and
   Equipment.

Power Conditioning Firsts
from ETA


